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Ultimate Flexibility is the book you've been waiting for. More than a collection of exercises or
an explanation of technique, Ultimate Flexibility is a complete guide to stretching for martial
arts, from the very basics of why you should stretch to detailed workout guidelines for every
style and level of martial arts practice. Written by acclaimed author and martial artist Sang H
Kim, Ultimate Flexibility is your guide to achieving maximum flexibility in your training. Begin
with an in depth look at the hows and whys of flexibility and stretching. Learn about the many
types of stretching, which methods are best for beginners, when to graduate to advanced
techniques and why you should completely avoid certain types of exercises. You'll also find
information that you wont find in any other martial art book, including a detailed exploration of
how your body works for or against you in your training and how flexibility can make you
stronger and faster. Building on this foundation, Sang H Kim teaches you nearly 200 flexibility
exercises that he has personally used to achieve the highest levels of flexibility. You'll get
detailed instructions, workout planning guides, goal setting tips, difficulty levels, injury
prevention and recovery, and over 400 photos to guide you. Special bonus sections: 10 Tips
for Full Splits, 20 Tips for High Kicks and 10 workouts for specific martial art types.
Revitalize Your Energy with Power Breathing! Martial arts expert and Power Breathing for Life
creator Sang H. Kim teaches you breathing exercises that you can do anywhere, in as little as
sixty seconds, to relieve stress, increase your fitness level and feel better instantly. New to
breathing exercises? Start with Gentle Breathing, a simple way to reconnect with your body
and begin your journey toward renewed energy. When you're ready, the core Power Breathing
exercises of Steady, Staccato and Explosive breathing combine to create a total body
energizing workout that will leave you feeling refreshed and revitalized. Finally, give attention
to problem areas with Healing Breathing ten exercises to release tension and promote
flexibility through controlled breathing. Beyond the exercises and workouts, this book also
explains how and why Power Breathing works and how you can get the most out of your
breathing practice. It includes variations to make the exercises less strenuous or more
challenging depending on your fitness level and walks you step by step through each breathing
method using photos, illustrations and easy to understand instructions. Learn the keys to a
successful Power Breathing workout, including the unique concept of condensing that is the
secret to building inner power and harnessing your body's core energy. Power Breathing is an
excellent way of improving lung capacity, strengthening the core muscles of the torso,
increasing stamina, reducing stress and channeling inner energy. Its principles can be applied
to martial arts training, yoga, tai chi and many aerobic sports.
You have an owner's manual for your car, your stereo and even your blender, so why not your
body? The Fighter's Body is exactly that, an owner's manual for your body, the most complex
piece of equipment you will ever own. As a martial artist, you have special needs. Have you
ever wondered how that latest fad diet might affect your performance on the mat? Ever wanted
to take off a few extra pounds? How about putting on muscle without slowing down? Make
weight for a tournament? Lose 5 pounds fast? Eat better? Change weight classes? Confused
about supplements, vitamins and protein shakes? Can't make sense of the food pyramid?
Don't know where to start? Start here. Author Loren Christensen and personal trainer Wim
Demeere combine their knowledge of martial arts, weight training, nutrition, diet and exercise
to answer your questions and put you on the road to becoming the best martial arts athlete you
can be. This book will answer your questions about important topics including: Why some diets
are harmful for martial artists; How to calculate your protein needs for training; When and how
to use supplements; How to eat at fast food places and not ruin your diet; Why it's okay to
splurge on "Dirt Day"; How to safely make weight for a tournament; Why HIIT training is
essential to weight loss; What to eat on competition days; How to create a plan that works and
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stick to it.
A practical handbook for sports psychologists that outlines the most effective interventions for
athletes across a variety of sports. A practical manual for the growing force of sports
psychologists helping today's athletes to unprecedented levels of application and success
Offers specific guidance on the psychological assessment of athletes, uniquely presented in an
accessible sport-by-sport format Written by an experienced practicing sports psychologist and
author, who draws on his own methods and experience in the field
The Martial Arts Instructors Desk Reference is a complete guide to advanced teaching
concepts and martial arts school administration. Author and veteran martial arts instructor Dr.
Sang H. Kim covers a wide range of essential topics for the professional martial arts instructor
including: - Teaching children with ADD, behavioral problems and learning disabilities Creating lesson plans and teaching specifi c curriculum elements - Combating boredom
through hundreds of drills and training ideas - Marketing, advertising, publicity, staffi ng and
customer service - Instructor training and evaluation - Tournament management - Branch
school and outreach program development Based on years of Dr. Kim's research and
experience, this book brings together a wide range of essential topics for martial arts
instructors of all levels.
K1, UFC, Kyokushinkai and Muay Thai are enjoying ever increasing popularity. People
practicing Martial Arts, who want to train and fight in the Full Contact manner, will find a
systematic guide to the development and long-term build up of their training. This guidebook
provides a concept for Full Contact training and effective self-defense. Full Contact training is a
very hard and demanding martial arts form, however, given adequate training, it can be
undertaken completely without any danger.

The oldest and most respected martial arts title in the industry, this popular
monthly magazine addresses the needs of martial artists of all levels by providing
them with information about every style of self-defense in the world - including
techniques and strategies. In addition, Black Belt produces and markets over 75
martial arts-oriented books and videos including many about the works of Bruce
Lee, the best-known marital arts figure in the world.
Sang H Kim adapts traditional Taekwondo skills for the modern day Taekwondo
classroom. The self-defence techniques presented blend Taekwondo kicking,
blocking and striking skills with locks, throws and takedowns drawn from other
Korean self-defence arts. Learn how to use your Taekwondo skills to defend
against a wide variety of common empty hand attacks including holds, locks,
chokes, punches, kicks and pins. Plus, learn defences against an attacker
wielding a blunt weapon, knife or gun. Each defensive scenario is illustrated with
high quality photographs and explained in step-by-step detail that includes key
points to successfully applying advanced techniques, multiple ways of defending
against the most common attacks and alternative responses to help you prepare
for the fluid reality of a real-life self-defence situation. Features defences against:
Strikes; Punches; Arm Locks; Wrist & Arm Grabs; Wrist Locks; Bear Hugs; Kicks;
Tackling; Ground Pins; Choking; Headlocks; Club & Stick Attacks; Gun Attacks;
Knife Attacks.
Taekwondo is defined as a hard-style system of the martial arts— with penetrating
kicks and punches, and forceful linear attacks. Dedicated practitioners know that
advanced training means not only striving to master techniques, but also
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developing a deeper understanding of the history, philosophy, and concepts at
the core of this martial art. In Advanced Taekwondo, Scott Shaw presents an indepth look at the complete art of Taekwondo—from the underlying philosophies
that drive the techniques and strategies to advice on mastering basic and
advanced techniques fundamental to the art. Chapters include: An in-depth look
at the origins and philosophies of Taekwondo Discussion and tips on mastering
essential techniques Illustrated poomse sequences, including the Taeguek forms
and Black Belt forms With over 400 illustrations and detailed instruction from a
leading teacher in the field, even the most experienced black belts can benefit
from the lessons in this book. Scott Shaw is one of the world's most prolific
proponents of the Korean martial arts. He began training in hapkido and
taekwondo as a young boy and today holds master instructor certification in both.
He is a frequently published contributor to martial arts magazines and has
authored a number of books, including Hapkido: Korean Art of Self–Defense.
A comprehensive instructional guide to the world's most popular martial art.
16-pp. photo insert. 350 illustrations. Media attention.
This is a concise reference for the Taegeuk forms (poomsae) of Taekwondo.
Grandmasters Sang H Kim and Kyu Hyung Lee have combined their extensive
knowledge of traditional taekwondo forms to teach you the correct way to perform
the 8 official taegeuk poomsae as required for all taekwondo students up to black
belt level. Each of the 8 Taegeuk forms is thoroughly illustrated with clear and
technically precise photos. The instructional text is supplemented with
information about the meaning, movement line and symbol of each of the forms
as well as the correct execution of each new movement introduced in the form.
This is a concise reference for the Taegeuk forms (poomsae) of Taekwondo.
Grandmasters Sang H. Kim and Kyu Hyung Lee have combined their extensive
knowledge of traditional taekwondo forms to teach you the correct way to perform
the 8 official taegeuk poomsae as required for all taekwondo students up to black
belt level. Each of the eight Taegeuk forms is thoroughly illustrated with clear and
technically precise photographs. The instructional text is supplemented with
information about the meaning, movement line and symbol of each of the forms
as well as the correct execution of each new movement introduced in the form.
Learn the following: Poomsae Taegeuk Il Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Ee Jang;
Poomsae Taegeuk Sam Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Sah Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk
Oh Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Yuk Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Chil Jang; Poomsae
Taegeuk Pal Jang.
Discusses mind and body exercises for developing strength, speed, flexibility,
balance and mental strength, and provides tips on injury prevention, and nutriton
for staying fit
Taekwondo Kyorugi is the authority on taekwondo sparring. Written by Korean Olympic Gold
Medallist Kuk Hyun Chung, WTF Deputy-Secretary General Kyung Myung Lee and renowned
martial arts author Sang H Kim, it is a direct translation of the original Korean text. Learn the
skills, drills, strategies and methods used by Korean coaches and competitors for years.
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Footwork, kicks, hand target drills, heavy bag workouts, coaching, combinations, strategy,
professional training, opponent analysis, conditioning, weight control, competition tips, official
Olympic rules, scientific analysis of scoring and more.
Performance Optimization in Taekwondo from Laboratory to Field provides the latest and most
comprehensive information related to Taekwondo training and competition. Its accuracy and
reliability make it a reference for both Taekwondo coaches and researchers.
Weight Training for Martial Artists details the best way for martial artists to improve speed,
strength and power without bulking up or losing flexibility. Lawler discusses common weight
lifting theories and misconceptions, proper lifting techniques, use of free weights versus
machines, injury prevention, motivation, and designing an individual training plan.
Though generally perceived and advertised as means of self-defense, body sculpting, and selfdiscipline, martial arts are actually social tools that respond to altered physical, social, and
psychological environments. This book examines how practitioners have responded to stimuli
such as feminism, globalism, imperialism, militarism, nationalism, slavery, and the
commercialization of sport.
In 1789, King Chongjo, ruler of the Yi dynasty, ordered General Yi Duk-moo to compile an
official textbook on all martial art forms then present in Korea to preserve them for future
generations. The result, the Muye Dobo Tongji, is the only surviving classical text on the
Korean arts of war. Based on the earliest known Korean martial arts treatise, the Muye Chebo
written in 1599, the Muye Dobo Tongji clearly shows the influence of the neighbouring
Japanese and Chinese armies. Through hundreds of wars and invasions, Korean soldiers
adapted battlefield skills and tactics from their enemies, creating a unique system of their own.
Organised into 24 distinct disciplines comprised of empty hand fighting, weaponry and
horsemanship, this book is an accurate historical snapshot of the warrior arts of the hermit
kingdom in the late 18th century. The release of 'The Comprehensive Illustrated Manual of
Martial Arts of Ancient Korea' marks the first time this volume is available in English. Carefully
translated from the original text and illustrated with reproductions of ancient woodblock
carvings, this book provides fascinating insights into Korea's martial arts legacy.
In a revolutionary approach, author Sang H. Kim has blended his extensive knowledge of
martial art training with modern and classical teaching methodology to create a system of
teaching martial arts for the 21st century. This book is filled with practical information to help
you lead your students from white belt to black belt and beyond.

This is a comprehensive guide to the kicks of Taekwondo from white belt to black belt
and beyond. Sang H. Kim shares his expert knowledge of fundamental, jumping,
spinning and multiple kicks. You will get in-depth instruction for over 40 kicks, including
the purpose of the kick, key points to pay attention to when practising, step-by-step
execution of the kick, the best targets for each kick, applications for sport fighting and
self-defence, plus the most common kicking mistakes and how to fix them. As you
progress, you'll also learn exercises designed to improve your kicking flexibility, power,
speed and balance. This book goes beyond the basics and explains the concepts
behind awesome kicks including how to generate power using your whole body in every
kick, how to generate maximum impact, how to use body mechanics to kick higher, and
how to get the most out of every practice session. This is the ultimate reference for
martial artists of all styles who want to master the art of kicking. Kicks included: Front
Kick; Roundhouse Kick; Side Kick; Knee Kick; Raising Kick; Outside Crescent Kick;
Inside Crescent Kick; Axe Kick; Whip Kick; Twist Kick; Pushing Kick; Flying Side Kick;
Back Kick; Turn Kick; Spin Whip Kick; Hopping Kicks; Jumping Kicks; Jumping Spin
Kicks; Multiple Kicks; Combination Kicks.
"Complete Taekwondo Poomsae" is the most complete reference book available on the
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Taegeuk, Palgwae and Black Belt Poomsae of WTF style Taekwondo. Grandmasters
Kyu Hung Lee and Sang H. Kim have combined their extensive taekwondo knowledge
to teach you not only the 25 official taekwondo poomsae, but the meaning of the forms,
the principles of Poomsae performance and the philosophy that underlies the
techniques. Each Poomsae is thoroughly illustrated with clear and technically precise
photos. The instructional text is supplemented with information about the meaning,
movement line and symbol of each form as well as the correct execution of each new
movement introduced in the form. In addition to the 25 official Poomsae, the authors
explain Poomsae theory and principles to help you understand the underlying concepts
of Poomsae practice. Topics covered include: characteristics of poomsae, 13
fundamental taekwondo techniques, stance, vital targets, bodily weapons, structural
principles of poomsae, poomsae creating, movement principles, performance tips,
mastery, terminology, origin of Taegeuk and Palgwae, meaning of the trigrams, and
complete Korean and English poomsae terminology. Much of this information has never
before been translated into English. The following Poomsae are included: Poomsae
Taegeuk Il Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Ee Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Sam Jang; Poomsae
Taegeuk Sah Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Oh Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Yuk Jang;
Poomsae Taegeuk Chil Jang; Poomsae Taegeuk Pal Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Il Jang;
Poomsae Palgwae Ee Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Sam Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Sah
Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Oh Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Yuk Jang; Poomsae Palgwae
Chil Jang; Poomsae Palgwae Pal Jang; Poomsae Koryo; Poomsae Keumgang;
Poomsae Taebaek; Poomsae Pyongwon; Poomsae Sipjin; Poomsae Jitae; Poomsae
Cheonkwon; Poomsae Hansoo; Poomse Ilyeo.
Knowing the physical skills of art is not enough. If you want the edge, you need
strategy. In this book master strategist Hanho teaches you all there is to know about
strategy in the martial arts. Regardless of style, you will see why this book is being
called the authority on fighting strategy by some of the top martial artists in the world.
Learn the keys to mastery including: distance control; direct attack; combinations;
initiative attack; range fighting; mental conditioning; footwork; feinting; concealing;
flexibility; adaptation; physical fitness; combat rhythm; timing; coupling force; hand
skills; kicking; throws and takedowns; ground fighting; stance; terrain psychology;
psyching-up; tactics; defensive principles; stamina; indirect attack; counterattack;
circular force; efficiency; joint locks; evasion; parrying; guerrilla attacks and over 100
more.
Explains how to perform each block, kick, and combination in this Korean style of
karate
Martial Arts.
Characterized by high-flying kicks and punches that easily shatter thick boards, Tae
Kwon Do is one of the world's most popular martial arts and exhibition sports. This
Korean system of self-defense offers its students improved cardiovascular fitness,
strength, flexibility, balance, self-confidence, and peace of mind. Inside Kung-Fu's
Ultimate Guide to Tae Kwon Do offers all Tae Kwon Do students--from white belts to
black belts--a wealth of insightful, reliable, hard-to-find information from world-renowned
experts in every aspect of the art. Inside, you'll find chapters that inform and inspire,
addressing such topics as: The history and traditions of Tae Kwon Do Mastering the ten
basic movements that are the foundation for all advanced techniques One-step
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sparring, stretching, competing, and performing great demonstrations Finding and
evaluating schools, classes, and instructors Streetwise self-defense applications of Tae
Kwon Do techniques In the Ultimate Guide to Tae Kwon Do, you will find everything you
need to know to get started and advance through the ranks of this immensely
challenging, rigorous, and rewarding martial art. John R. Little is the author of The
Warrior Within, Bruce Lee: Words from a Master, and other books on Bruce Lee. He is
also the author of numerous published articles on martial arts philosophy and practice.
Curtis F. Wong is the publisher of Inside Kung-Fu and other highly respected martialarts magazines.
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the historical, political, and technical
evolution of taekwondo. Many of the supposedly ‘traditional’ and ‘ancient’ Korean cultural
elements attached to taekwondo are, in fact, remnants of East Asia’s modernization drive, and
largely inherited from the Japanese martial arts. The current historical portrayal has created an
obstacle to a clear understanding of the history of taekwondo, and presents problems and
contradictions in philosophy and training methodology. Using rich empirical data, including
interviews with leading figures in the field, this book brings together martial arts philosophy with
an analysis of the technical aspects and the development of taekwondo, and provides a
detailed comparison of karate and taekwondo techniques. It debunks nationalistic mythology
surrounding taekwondo to provide a reinterpretation of taekwondo’s evolution.
This is the first book on the market to cater to two growing populations, martial artists and baby
boomers. Once a blood and guts sport for tough young men, martial arts is now touted by
athletes, aerobics trainers, actors, super models and soccer mums as the number one way for
adults to get fit and stay in shape. This book addresses important questions like: How old is too
old start a marital art?; What type of exercises are best (and which ones are dangerous) for the
over-40 martial artist?; What are the effects of ageing and how can martial arts combat them?;
How can baby boomers keep up in a martial arts class full of gen-Xers?; What types of injuries
are most prevalent after 40 and how can they be prevented? This book takes a positive and
enthusiastic approach to taking up or continuing a martial art in middle age or later. Readers
will be inspired, reassured and educated.
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